SPECTRUM’S

BIO-CLEAN + BIO-GUARD PROGRAM
FOR CONSTRUCTION
Incorporating AEGIS Microbe Shield® during construction, renovation or
maintenance projects protects the health of the structure and its inhabitants in
many ways. Spectrum’s Bio-Clean and Bio-Guard programs can be customized to
your needs and concerns, with special consideration given to:

WOOD (INCLUDING FRAMING, DECKING & FENCING)
Save money and time by treating all wood to mitigate the growth of
algae, mould and fungi. The application can be done on new materials,
or on those already affected by the elements (such as water damage) to
reduce the need for replacement and the associated cost. All treated
wood lasts longer and stays cleaner.

DRYWALL & OTHER POROUS BUILDING MATERIALS
Stop fixing drywall damage and staining. Instead, prevent the problems in
the first place. Treatment with AEGIS Microbe Shield® will prevent the
growth of mould, mildew, and fungi.

ATTICS & CRAWLSPACES
AEGIS Microbe Shield® prevents mould, mildew and fungi from
taking hold in unseen areas.

CEMENT, CONCRETE & MORTAR
Any materials that may grow mould, mildew, algae or other stains can
benefit from treatment. It’s not just for cosmetic reasons. Spectrum’s
Bio-Clean + Bio-Guard program helps prevent concrete surfaces from
becoming dangerously slippery. And research has also shown that
microbial-influenced corrosion is also inhibited by treatment, extending
the life of your project.
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ROOFING, GUTTERS & EAVESTROUGHS
Algae, mould and fungi can stain or rot roofing material. They can also
create blockages in gutters and eavestroughs. Luckily, our environmentally
friendly coating prevents these microbes from getting a foothold, without
harming humans (so they’re safe to use on roofs that collect rainwater).

CLADDING & SIDING
Even cladding made of vinyl, aluminum, steel or composite materials can
become stained by algae, mould and mildew. Spectrum’s Bio-Guard
program can prevent discolouration.

CARPETS
Wool, polypropylene, nylon or polyester? All carpets can harbour and
incubate harmful microbes! AEGIS Microbe Shield® attaches to all textiles
by wrapping its protectant around the strands of the fibres, providing
ongoing protection. The AEGIS Microbe Shield® treatment allows you to
protect your floor coverings – keeping them fresh without the use of
harmful chemicals.

HVAC
With every breath you take, the presence and spreading of harmful microbes
can make you sick. We work with you to keep your building’s environment
safe and clean by treating all components of your HVAC system, including
ducts, heating and cooling equipment, and air mixing units. Applied once a
year, all the surfaces of your HVAC system will be protected from microbes.

